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Reception – Home learning activities 
 
 
 
Start each day… Practise mindfulness and take part 

in some morning yoga. Get the 
whole family to join in! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R-
BS87NTV5I 

Check Tapestry.. Log on to your Tapestry account to 
check your weekly reading, writing 
and maths activities tailored to the 
needs of your child.  

https://tapestryjournal.com/ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Describe… What is the character wearing? Can you describe him to an adult? Can you 

repeat your sentence but this time, add more detail?  
2. Label… Can you write down any words to describe him? Think about items of 

clothing, colours, emotions and number. If you are unsure of how to spell the 
whole word, think about the sound at the beginning and practise writing it in 
your best handwriting.  

3. Write… Can you write a simple sentence about the man? Take your time, hold your 
sentence (say it out loud at least 5 times), and fred talk (spell out loud) each 
word. What sounds can you hear?  

4. Improve it… Can you write another two sentences to describe something else about the 
character? Can you include a number? E.g. how many hats? How many 
spots? 

 

Read and check… Read your work out loud. Have you missed any sounds? Can you edit and 
improve?  

Remember… Hold your pencil correctly, sit up straight, use your neatest handwriting and 
make your work the best that it can be!  

 
 
Parents/carers – Tasks 1 to 4 increase in difficulty. Allow your child to access what they are 
comfortable with whilst encouraging them to try the next task if you feel they are able. These tasks 
are designed to be completed across the week.  
The activities on Tapestry are tailored to your child’s specific needs and will give you a clearer 
understanding of what level they are currently working at.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R-BS87NTV5I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R-BS87NTV5I
https://tapestryjournal.com/

